
Mexican Coatee Instructions

Instructions:

1. Take the tail linings (red pattern piece) and cut the pocket bag opening. The

pocket bag opening should be situated 2 5/8” down from the top edge of the

pattern piece with the beginning of the cut starting 4 ½” from the center back

and be 6 1/4” long. See (IMG_6161) and (IMG_6163)
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2. On the tail linings (red pattern piece) take the pocket bag and pin (or baste) the

bag in place over the pocket slit on the ‘wrong’ side of the pattern piece. The

sides of the pocket should extend past the slit ½” on either side. Top stitch

through the tail lining and the pocket bag 1/8” from the pocket bag edge.

3. Fold pocket bag up so that the top of the pocket bag is ½” above the pocket

opening. Catch stitch the top of the pocket bag in place.



4. Topstitch 1/8” above the pocket bag opening through the tail lining and pocket

bag.

5. Stitch the pocket bag together on each side 3/8” from edge of pocket bag.

6. Take your tail trim pieces and fold the edges ¼” and press. Set aside.

7. Take body buckram interfacing and line up all of the edges. The easiest route is

to line up the armscye first and then the neck line, etc. Baste around the armscye.

Take the buckram interfacing and fold the neck line, shoulder edge, and back

edge toward the middle of the buckram pattern piece and pin in place. This will

keep them out of your way while you sew.

8. Repeat for other side.

9. Stitch the lining together at the shoulder, side, and back seams with a 3/8”

seam and press open. Set aside for later.

10.Take the two front pattern pieces and stitch to the back pattern piece using a

3/8” seam. press seam open.

11.Take the tail pattern piece and stitch to the front pattern piece at the waist seam

using a 3/8” seam. Press seam open.

Repeat for other side.

12.With right sides of the cloth together, align the bottom edge of the tail pattern

piece with the bottom edge of the center back pattern piece. Stitch the tail and

the center back pattern pieces together to the waist seam using a 3/8” seam.

13.Turn right side out and press the fold from the waist to the bottom edge of the

tail.

14.Fold the tail piece so that you can find the center point of the tail at the bottom

edge. This will be where the red facings on the tail will meet. Place a pin there

to mark your center.



15.Take the red tail facings that you previously pressed and set aside and overlay

them on your piece with the one with the extreme outer curve being placed on

the center back edge of the tail.

16.Slip the raw edge of the tail under the pressed edge of the facing and whip the

facing in place. See (IMG_5857)
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17.Using small whipstitches attach the facing to the tail along the inner edge of the

facing. See (IMG_5858)
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18.Take your false pocket flaps and lay the blue pattern piece over the red pattern

piece so that you have 1/8” of red showing along the top, bottom, and scalloped

edge of the flap. Trim excess accordingly. Take care to lay them out so that

they are opposite of each other with the longer scallops at the bottom of the

flap. Baste each blue flap to its corresponding red flap.

19.Lay pocket flap on the body of the coatee so that the top of the pocket flap

follows the waist seam ½” lower than the seam and the long scallop is 3/16”

from the pressed fold of the tail.

20.Using a small whipstitch, stitch the straight edge of the pocket facing to the

tail. With a small topstitch, stitch the remainder of the flap to the tail 1/8” from

the edge of the blue pattern piece. See (IMG_5918) and (IMG_5923)
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21.Baste the buckram rectangle in place so that it is situated on the wrong side of

the cloth from the scalloped false pocket flap.

22.Using an awl, work a hole through each point of the scallop and push the shank

of the large brass button through the hole and plug with wool scrap. Whip

stitch the wool scrap in place. See (IMG_5961) and (IMG_5962)
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23.Join the two sides of the body together at the back seam from the neck line to

the waist with a 3/8” seam. Press open. See (IMG_5968)
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24.Plug a button at the point that the tail fold starts at the waist of the coatee at the

back.

25.Take your red collar pattern pieces, stitch two together with a 3/8” seam. Press

open. Repeat for blue collar pieces. On the blue set trim ½” off the top, and

bottom. Trim the same off of the buckram interlining. Set the blue collar and

buckram aside.

26.Line up the center seam of the red collar with the center back seam on the

garment and baste in place. With a ½” seam stitch the collar on to the body

stopping ½” from the front edge of the garment. Press seam open.



27. Unpin the buckram body interfacing and baste in place along all edges ½”

from the seams and front edge. Trim the buckram so that it will slide under the

seam allowances. Starting at the neck line whipstitch the seam allowance to the

buckram taking care to not allow your stitches to show on the outside of the

finished garment. The buckram should be stitched in place along the neck line,

down the shoulder seam, down the back seam, and along the waist seam. Leave

the front edge unfinished at this point. See (IMG_6157)
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28.Put garment on and see where the center front lines up on your body. Trim the

front edge of the garment so that you have a 1.5” overlap of the pattern pieces.

29.Trim the front edge of the buckram so that it is ½” from the trimmed edge.

Press the front edge of the garment over the buckram and whip the ½”

allowance in place.

30.Baste buckram interlining to the red collar ½” up from bottom edge of collar

pattern piece, making sure to position the interfacing so that it sits under the

seam allowance at the center of the collar. Trim interfacing so that the bottom

of the collar will be ½” from the front edge of the coatee. Fold top edge of

collar down so that the collar measures 2 ¾” and press. Whip the collar to the

interfacing. Lay second set of interfacing on top of this and whip to the red

collar along top and side and overlapping the center seam.

31.Take your inner collar, center it on the collar and whip in place, with the front

edge overlaying the front facing.

32.Take sleeve pattern pieces and stitch together with a 3/8” seam. On the back

seam stitch ¼” beyond the button stand. Press seam open, turn right side out.

33.Repeat for sleeve lining.

34.Take cuff trim and press the top and bottom edge down so that the finished cuff

is 2.5”. Press inward one side edge.

35.Place trim piece on outer sleeve so that the pressed bottom edge of the trim

piece is 1/8” past the raw edge of the sleeve. Line the pressed side edge up in

the same fashion.

36.Baste in place.

37.Using a whipstitch, sew the raw edge of the sleeve to the inside of the facing

along the bottom edge and up the finished side.

38.Trim and press the trim piece on the under sleeve. Whip in place in the same

manner previously used.



39.Align the top edges of the trim piece at the center back seam and baste in place.

40.Attach the top edges of the trim piece to the sleeve using a very small whipstitch.

41.Center the rectangular false button stand pattern piece on the cuff of the outer

sleeve.

42.Align it so that the top edge of the button stand is 1” above the cuff trim. Cut

off excess and baste in place. See (IMG_6218)
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43.Top stitch the false button stand in place.

44.Using an awl, plug three buttons on the false button stand with the top and

bottom button centered at 7/8” from the top and bottom edge of the stand.

45.Center the back seam of the sleeve between the shoulder and side back seams

on the armscye.

46.Working from the shoulder seam and along the bottom edge of the armscye,

sew the sleeve in place using a ½” seam allowance. Any extra material at the

sleeve cap should be eased in to the armscye.

47.Take the lining and match the center back seam and pin in place in the garment

at the center back. (One pin at neck and one pin at waist)

48.Baste the lining in place around the armscye.

49.Baste the lining in place around the perimeter of the garment.

50.Insert sleeve lining into sleeve.



51.Fold the sleeve opening under ½” and line up the lining seams with the seams

on the finished sleeve. See (IMG_6209)
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52.Whip the lining in place to the body lining. See (IMG_6212)
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53.At the cuff of the sleeve, trim the lining so that the lining will end 1” from

bottom of the sleeve. Turn under ½” and whip in place. See (IMG_6219)
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54.Take the tail lining (red pattern piece with the pocket in place) and over lay over

the tail of the coatee. Take care to center it on the pattern piece and trim the

lining accordingly so that the red lining is just inside (1/16” or so) from the

finished edge of the tail and baste in place. When basting along the waist of the

lining, make sure that the linen body lining is under the red tail lining. The center

back seam of the tail lining should overlap with the left side being on top.

55.Whip in place along all edges.

56.Take the facing pieces of the body and place them so that the front edge is 1/8”

from the finished center front edge of the coatee. Trim accordingly. Make sure

the facing is on top of the linen body lining and red tail lining.

57.Baste facings in place.

58.Whip in place along all edges.

59.Center the blue inner collar in place making sure to line up the center back

seam. Baste in place and trim the collar accordingly so that the collar is 1/8”

inside the finished edge of the collar on the top and sides. The bottom of the

collar should be trimmed so that it is ¼” past the raw edge of the lining and

facings of the jacket along the neck seam.

60.Whip the collar in place.

61.Stitch 7 equidistant button holes on the left front of the coatee. The top and

bottom button holes should be ½” from the top and bottom finished edges at

the neck and waist respectively.

62.Using an awl plug their corresponding buttons on the right breast.

63.Using red scrap wool cut a strip of cloth ½” wide to hold your epaulets in place

and stitch in place on the shoulder 2” from the shoulder seam.

64.Remove all basting stitches.
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